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Discharge Properties and Radical-Generation Chracteristics in DBD Plasma Jet
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Atmospheric pressure non-equilibrium discharge plasmas have been widely employed

in biomedical applications because such plasmas induce little thermal damage to

biomaterials. Dielectric-barrier-discharge(DBD) plasma jet is the most common

atmospheric pressure discharge system for biomedical applications. In this study, we

report the spectroscopic properties of DBD plasma jet in order to investigate the

characteristics of reactive particle-production. Further, we corried out absorption

spectroscopy to directly evaluate the number density of reactive O atoms.

The He atmospheric DBD plasma jet was ignited in a quartz tube wrapped with

copper metal strips of 45 and 15mm wide as the power and ground electrode,

respectively. The distance between the power and ground electrode was 7 mm. The

inner diameter of the quart tube was 4 mm. The repetition rate of positive pulse

voltage was changed fron 0.6 to 30 kHz. The flow rate of He gas was 0.5 - 10 slm.

Plasma-plum head traveled from the outlet of quartz tube at velocity of 30 - 70

km/sec. We observed the time dependence of He- and O-emission intensity in detail.

He-706 nm emission indicates the presence of energetic electron above 22.7 eV,

while O-777 nm emission suggests the existence of O metastable atoms. He emission

exhibited the almost same rise time with discharge current, and rapidly decayed with

time constant of about 500 nsec. On the other hand, the decay time constant of O

emission was as long as about 10 usec. The total O-777 nm emission intensity also

increased linearly with discharge frequency up to 5 kHz, and then was saturated. In

this study, the O-emission characteristics are discussed and compared with the

number density of O atoms measured with absorption spectroscopy.
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